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Remote Sensing of the Asian SeasSpringer, 2018

	A wide variety of marginal basins, ranging from polar to equatorial regions, and a few sizeable enclosed basins, can all be included among the Asian Seas. The Arctic Ocean shelf seas off Siberia; the sheltered basins along the Pacific Ocean’s western rim; the coastal seas of the northernmost Indian Ocean, including the semi-enclosed Red...
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The Interface of Domestic and International Factors in India’s Foreign Policy (Rethinking Globalizations)Routledge, 2021

	
		This book investigates the interplay of internal and external constraints, challenges and possibilities regarding foreign policy in India.

	
		It is the first attempt to systematically analyse and focus on the different actors and institutions in the domestic and international contexts who impose and push for various...
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Lonely Planet East Africa (Multi Country Guide)Lonely Planet, 2012

	“Gentle gorillas, stampeding wildebeest, snowcapped peaks, paradisiacal beaches and an amazing array of tribal cultures – all this and more await you in East Africa, one of Africa’s most enticing corners.” – Mary Fitzpatrick, Lonely Planet Writer

	

	Our Promise

	You can trust our...
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Visibility Algorithms in the PlaneCambridge University Press, 2007
A human observer can effortlessly identify visible portions of geometric objects present in the environment. However, computations of visible portions of objects from a viewpoint involving thousands of objects is a time consuming task even for high speed computers. To solve such visibility problems, efficient algorithms have been designed. This...
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Fields of Faith: Theology and Religious Studies for the Twenty-first CenturyCambridge University Press, 2005
How will the study of theology and the religions in higher education be shaped in the coming century? This book offers several different perspectives on this field of study with suggestions for a future in which theology and religious studies are pursued together. There are examples of the interplay of theology and religious studies with reference...
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ISGW 2018 Compendium of Technical Papers: 4th International Conference and Exhibition on Smart Grids and Smart Cities (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	This book presents selected articles from India Smart Grid Week (ISGW 2018), held on March 5 to 9, 2018, at the Manekshaw Centre, New Delhi, India. It was the fourth conference and exhibition on smart grids and smart cities organized by the India Smart Grid Forum (ISGF), a Government of India public–private partnership, tasked with...
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Atmosphere of Collaboration: Air Pollution Science, Politics and Ecopreneurship in DelhiRoutledge, 2021

	
		This book discusses air pollution in Delhi from scientific, social and entrepreneurial perspectives. Using key debates and interventions on air pollution, it examines the trajectories of environmental politics in the Delhi region, one of the most polluted areas in the world. It highlights the administrative struggles, public...
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Meditation - Neuroscientific Approaches and Philosophical Implications (Studies in Neuroscience, Consciousness and Spirituality)Springer, 2013

	This volume features a collection of essays on consciousness, which has become one of the hot topics at the crossroads between neuroscience, philosophy, and religious studies. Is consciousness something the brain produces? How can we study it? Is there just one type of consciousness or are there different states that can be discriminated? Are...
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Working with India: The Softer Aspects of a Successful Collaboration with the Indian IT & BPO IndustrySpringer, 2008
Globalization requires effective international and cross-cultural collaboration. When project teams from Western cultures first come into contact with colleagues from the Indian IT and BPO industry, prejudices against the new and unknown are typically amplified. This book is a start on the journey of cultural appreciation for managers, project...
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Global IT Outsourcing : Software Development across BordersCambridge University Press, 2003
This book offers key insights into how to manage software development across international boundaries. It is based on a series of case studies looking at the relationships between firms from North America, the UK, Japan and Korea with Indian software houses. In these case studies, which have typically been compiled over a 3-4-year timespan, the...
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Databases with Access: Learning Made SimpleButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
A First class handbook in databases for first-class learning     

       This handy textbook covers all you need to know to begin to use databases such as Microsoft Access.

Learning Made Simple books give readers skills without frills. They are matched to the main qualifications, and written by experienced teachers and authors...
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Everest : My Journey to the TopNational Book Trust, 2005
My father's name is Kishan Singh Pal. He was born in '. ' 1901 in Bampa, a small mountain village which was .. ' . part of the border district of Chamoli, in the Garhwal Himalaya. The village spread over both sides of the river, the gurgling, playful Dhauli Ganga.

My father is short and stocky. Like his father before him and most others...
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